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                    Abstract
Some worry that semantic externalism is incompatible with knowing by introspection what content your thoughts have. In this paper, I examine one primary argument for this incompatibilist worry, the slow-switch argument. Following Goldberg (Pac Philos Quart 87:301–314, 2006), I construe the argument as attacking the conjunction of externalism and “skeptic immune” knowledge of content, where such knowledge would persist in a skeptical context. Goldberg, following Burge (J Philos 85(1):649–663, 1988), attempts to reclaim such knowledge for the externalist; however, I contend that all Burge-style accounts (at best) vindicate that a subject can introspectively know that she is thinking that “water is wet.” They do not yet show how a subject can introspectively know what she is thinking—which is the distinctive type of knowing at issue in the slow-switch argument. Nonetheless, I subsequently amend the Burge-style view to illustrate how an externalist can introspectively “know-what” content her thought has, and know it in a skeptic immune manner, despite what the slow-switch argument may suggest. For one, I emphasize that “knowing what” can be ontologically non-committal (so that knowing your thought is about water does not require knowing that water exists). For another, following Boer and Lycan (Knowing who,
                1986), I stress that “knowing what” is purpose-relative–and for at least some purposes, it seems possible for the externalist to “know what” content her thought has, even if skeptical hypotheses about XYZ are relevant.
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                    Notes
	See Putnam (1973, 1975), McGinn (1977), Stich (1978), and Burge (1979, 1982, 1986). There are differences between these authors, but nothing in what follows depends crucially on the details.


	In discussing self-knowledge, I vary between talk of “knowing what content a thought has” and “knowing what one thinks.” The former states most clearly what is at issue, but it can be awkward rhetorically. Thus the latter occasionally replaces the former.


	A thought is “de
                            \(\hbox {H}_{2}\hbox {O}\)” when its object is \(\hbox {H}_{2}\hbox {O}\); and it is such even if it is opaquely ascribed as a “water” thought. Thus. ‘Bob thinks that water is wet’ does not entail ‘Bob thinks that \(\hbox {H}_{2}\hbox {O}\) is wet’, yet both sentences still ascribe thoughts that are de water/\(\hbox {H}_{2}\hbox {O}\). Also, n.b., ‘knowing whether’ is not straightforward either (see Lewis 1982), yet it is typically not purpose-relative like ‘knowing what’ (cf. §4). Here, ‘knowing whether’ can be seen as shorthand for: Either Oscar knows that his thought is de
                            \(\hbox {H}_{2}\hbox {O}\) and not XYZ, or he knows that his thought is de XYZ and not \(\hbox {H}_{2}\hbox {O}\). (Compare with Kallestrup 2009 and Stanley 2011 on Schaffer’s 2007 “convergent knowledge” problem.)


	Burge uses the self-referring ‘with this very thought’ in lieu of ‘forthwith’. However, self-reference is potentially problematic here (see Parent 2007). In contrast, ‘forthwith’ does not self-refer, but rather refers only to the first-order thought that follows it. (Also, ‘I’ in (SV) should be read as an essential indexical; see Perry 1979. Though for the record, I doubt that anything genuinely indexical explains Perry’s examples; see Millikan 2001, 2012)


	Here, ‘think’ does not mean ‘believe.’ Rather, to ‘think’ that \(p\) is to have some propositional attitude with the content \(p\), but it does not imply any particular attitude.


	Brown perhaps makes the point most forcefully, though there is some precedent in Warfield (1992).


	A similar intuition is expressed in Gertler (2000).


	E.g., Burge (1988) likens the “directness and certainty” of (SV) to the cogito (p. 649).


	Perhaps the subject can answer (Q), if she knows that “XYZ” is just a fiction made up by Putnam in the 70s. But ‘XYZ’ is here acting as a placeholder for any conceivable “twin” of \(\hbox {H}_{2}\hbox {O}\). Brueckner (op. cit.) also rightly notes that (Q) is not the same question as the more simplistic “Is your thought de water or de some kind of ‘fake water’?” After all, Oscar can know immediately that the answer to the latter has to be ‘water’ (regardless of whether he speaks English or Twin-English). Still, this does not mean he is in a position to answer (Q).


	An anonymous referee poignantly asks why (1*) is any less troublesome for a content internalist (if ‘externalism’ in the antecedent is replaced by ‘internalism’). This is an important question; however, for present purposes, we need not pursue it here. Granted, if the trouble arises on both sides, then it does not provide an advantage to internalism. Yet this does not mean the slow-switch argument loses all interest. Even if the problem is not unique to the externalist, it is still a problem that ideally she would want resolved. Also, there is dispute among externalists on whether a conclusion like (3*) must be accepted. (E.g., Millikan’s 1993 externalism suggests that it must.) In this connection too, the present paper argues that an externalist need not acquiesce to (3*) or related skeptical conclusions about introspective self-knowledge.


	Does a skeptic need to defend (1*)? He may claim that the burden is on me to rule it out. For if its truth is epistemically possible, then it is similarly possible, per (1*)–(3*), that I don’t Know what I think. And that suggests I don’t really Know. This last bit may assume a KK-thesis, but perhaps that too is my burden to rule out. Admittedly, I cannot settle disputes about KK here. But I would argue that they turn the skeptic into a mere “simple skeptic,” in DeRose’s (1995) sense, i.e., a skeptic who dogmatically (!) says that we don’t know. For KK alone suffices for a skeptical regress. So to presume KK without argument is really just to prejudge that we don’t know.


	As a fourth objection, some have protested that the View requires too much of the ordinary person to introspectively self-know. But the View gives only a sufficient condition for one type of self-knowledge; it is not stating a necessary condition on all self-knowledge.


	A fifth objection is that if we know what we think, then we know that we think. Yet we should not be able to refute eliminativism just via introspection. Some mentalists reply by denying the “epistemic closure” assumed in this (e.g., Dretske 2003). Though one could instead reply that talk of “thinking” here is only instrumental, hence, ontologically neutral (cf. Dennett 1975).


	I have since discovered that the knowing-what vs. knowing-that distinction has been noted (albeit briefly) by Goldberg (2003) and by Burge (1998). Yet Goldberg claims that slow switching debunks “knowing what” one thinks (although not “knowing that”) (p. 253). In contrast, I argue that some “knowing what” remains viable. Burge concurs with this, but supports it via his theory of preservative memory (p. 362). In contrast, I will argue the point via the purpose-relativity of “knowing-what.”


	If there is concern that the description here is neither definite nor rigid, we can instead talk of “the possible liquid that appears to me as if it is in lakes, etc.;” cf. Searle (1983), Chap. 8. Yet unlike Searle, I am neutral on whether this fixes a narrow content. (The (SV)-judgment is self-verifying regardless.) N.B. to elude ontological commitment, the quantifier in ‘the liquid’ must also be read as ontologically netural; see Azzouni (2007) for more on neutral quantifiers. Besides skeptical doubts, ontological neutrality is also important to avoiding McKinsey-type problems for externalist self-knowledge; see McKinsey (1991), Brown (1995), Boghossian (1997) and Besson (2012).


	Yet primary intensions are not identified with descriptive contents; they are instead defined on worlds “considered as actual.”


	Against Boer and Lycan, Braun (2006) argues that the purpose-relativity of ‘knowing what’ attributions are not in the semantics, but rather in the pragmatics or speech-act content. This is not the place to adjudicate this dispute, yet one might note that purpose-relativity seems characteristic of “knowing what” attributions in thought as well, where the notion of a speech-act has no application. (Cf. Heal 1994; Green 2005 on Moore’s paradox.) For more on the Boer–Lycan v. Braun dispute, and on knowing-wh in general, see Parent (2014).


	What follows is not intended as serious Descartes scholarship; the point is just to consider whether externalism allows the sort of self-knowledge claimed in the Meditations.


	This indicates that the skeptic here is also not challenging the more obvious judgments of consistency. But that too is consistent with the skeptic being an external world skeptic.


	For convenience, I am glossing over the distinction between knowing for certain that the (SV)-judgment is true, versus knowing (SV) itself for certain. The distinction doesn’t seem to affect the present situation.


	An anonymous referee reminds me that some parts of Frege look favorable to content internalism, though other parts seem rather externalist. Regardless, my point is just that there is some pressure toward externalism in Frege, and that creates a tension with Cartesianism. But granted, such a tension may have existed in Frege’s work itself.


	Lest we think Fregeanism is unmotivated, consider that the meaning or content of a concept wholly explains why it refers to water as opposed to (say) alcohol, elephants, etc. But if content fully explains why the concept denotes what it denotes, then content apparently determines what a concept refers to. qed. Note also that even if externalism is rejected, an internalist would still need to combat the externalist’s content skeptic. After all, the internalist does not have skeptic immune knowledge of internalism. In this respect, the compatibility of externalism and introspective self-Knowledge is of direct concern even to an internalist.


	Boer and Lycan use ‘knows-true’ rather than ‘knows’; this is because \(^{\ulcorner }\Phi (\uppsi )^{\urcorner }\) is a representation, and is a bit misleading to talk of S “knowing” a representation. It suggests a kind of de re knowledge of the representational vehicle as such. Even so, to say that S ‘knows-true’ a representation is not to attribute meta-representational knowledge of the truth of the representation. Instead, “It is for the token to perform the sort of job...which distinguishes beliefs from desires, intentions, and other attitudes” (p. 185, n. 4).


	What counts as an “ability” is not obvious; I would refer the reader to Millikan (2004, Chap. 4). Boer and Lycan do not explicitly mention abilities in their official account. But this may owe to their restricting the account to theoretical purposes, viz., information-gathering and such. When they speak more broadly about their view, they hint at the ability-entailing idea above. E.g., S is said to know who N is relative to such-and-such goal iff S knows an answer with “the information about N that the questioner needs in order to carry out his project” (p. 26, emphasis mine). Still, I do not wish to commit them to such a view; this is only to illustrate that the ability-entailing idea seems to be a natural way to extend their remarks.


	I thank Dorit Bar-On, Thomas Hofweber, Ram Neta, Keith Simmons, three anonymous referees, and especially William Lycan for helpful comments on earlier drafts. I also thank audiences at Vanderbilt University, and at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill for their feedback.
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Appendix
Appendix
The semantics and metaphysics concerning “knowing-wh” is receiving more attention than ever these days. Because of that, I wish to spell out in a bit more detail the purpose-relative semantics, and what it says about Descartes and his “knowing what” he thinks. Further details on such a semantics are also found in Boer and Lycan (1986); I refer the reader to their impressive discussion Chaps. 1 and 2.
A “purpose” is a state of successful action, such as “fetching water” or “answering (Q).” Assume, then, that S is a subject, \(\upmu \) is a variable, \(\uppsi \) is a name, demonstrative, or definite description. And suppose that \(\Phi \) is an “important predicate” for purposes P (cf. Boer and Lycan, pp. 34–35). Then given a \(\uppsi \), define the (possibly empty) set \(K_S^t\) of predicates that S satisfies at time \(t\), where each predicate has the normal form \(^{\ulcorner }\upmu \) knows-true that \(\Phi (\uppsi )^{\urcorner }\).Footnote 23 The conditions on “knowing what” are then roughly as follows: 
	(KW):
	
                        S satisfies \(^{\ulcorner }\upmu \) knows what \(\uppsi \) is\({}^{\urcorner }\) at \(t\) for the purpose of P iff: \(K_S^t\) requires no further predicates for an abilityFootnote 24 in S to achieve P at \(t\).

                      

 More intuitively, S knows-what iff she has enough knowledge-that about the denotation of \(\uppsi \) for an ability to achieve P. Substitutions for ‘P’ here might include ‘fetching a glass of water,’ ‘answering correctly the question on the chemistry exam’, ‘answering (Q)’, and so on. Whereas, important predicates might include ‘is \(\hbox {H}_{2}\hbox {O}\)’, ‘is that’ [attended by a suitable ostension], ‘is possibly a liquid in lakes and rivers’, etc.
Thus, if \(\uppsi \) is replaced by ‘water’, ‘P’ is replaced with ‘fetching a glass of water’ and \(K_S^t\) = {‘\(x\) knows-true that water flows out of taps’}, then (KW) implies that at \(t\): 
	(KW1):
	
                        S knows what water is for the purpose of fetching a glass of water iff: \(K_S^t\) requires no predicate beyond ‘\(x\) knows-true that water flows out of taps’ for an ability in S to achieve fetching a glass of water at \(t\).

                      

 Less formally, S knows what water is for this purpose iff her knowing that water flows out of taps is all she needs to know to fetch a glass of water. Or better, it is all the knowledge-that needed about water.
Note that (KW1) does not require S to actually possess the ability. A differently-abled person can “know what” just as much as anyone else. The idea is rather that S “knows what” if the relevant ability does not demand any further knowledge-that about water, beyond what S already has. Naturally, the ability might require other things as well. But as long as she has the requisite knowledge-that, she then counts as “knowing what,” even if other requisites for the ability are absent.
What of Descartes’ “knowing what” he thinks? Where ‘x’ is a variable for an essential indexical (see n. 4), suppose S = Descartes and \(K_S^t\) ={‘\(x\) knows-true that water is a possible, colorless, odorless liquid in lakes and rivers’, ‘\(x\) knows-true that x is thinking forthwith that water is wet’, ‘\(x\) knows-true it is certain that x is thinking forthwith that water is wet’}. Then, (KW) implies that: 
	
                        \((\hbox {KW}_\mathrm{D})\)
                      :
	
                        Descartes satisfies \(^{\ulcorner }\upmu \) knows what \(\underline{\upmu }\) thinks\({}^{\urcorner }\) at \(t\) for the purpose of answering (Q2) affirmatively iff: for an ability in Descartes to answer (Q2) affirmatively, \(K_S^t\) requires no predicates beyond ‘\(x\) knows-true that water is a possible, colorless, odorless liquid in lakes and rivers’, ‘\(x\) knows-true that x is thinking forthwith that water is wet’, and ‘\(x\) knows-true it is certain that x is thinking forthwith that water is wet’.

                      

 Furthermore, the Reflective Awareness View will suggest that: 
	
                        \((\hbox {RA}_\mathrm{D})\)
                      :
	
                        Descartes satisfies at \(t\) ‘\(x\) knows-true that x is thinking forthwith that water is wet’ and ‘\(x\) knows-true it is certain that x is thinking forthwith that water is wet’ if Descartes judges (SV) at \(t\) in conditions (a)–(c).

                      

 Thus, if Descartes judges (SV) while introspecting on the judgment so as to meet (a)–(c), the Reflective Awareness View implies that (with the right background knowledge) Descartes indeed “knows what” he thinks, for the purposes of answering (Q2) affirmatively. Footnote 25
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